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Show-case real attacks found while auditing



On-going research ahead



Encrypted USB key inner working
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NIST certifications for encrypted USB keys



FIPS 140

FIPS 197









Audit methodology
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State sponsored
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Single drive break

Full break







Mitigating hardware attacks

Preventing advanced attacks







Acetone FAIL



FAIL





FAIL



FAIL



Device is tamper evident

PCB is dipped in epoxy to make extraction harder

Hardware components marking & serial numbers are erased

Firmware must be properly signed or read-only

PCB is shielded in copper to prevent TEMPEST attack

Device is counterfeiting resistant

Encryption key is wiped out upon tampering

Single 
drive break

Serendipitous Professional
State 
sponsored Weakness Full

break





Identifying users accurately

Securing credential enrollment



Pinpad



Badge 
(RFID/NFC)



Fingerprint
reader



Software



Target Fingerprint key 1

Impact Full break

Attacker Professional

Unlock command can 
be replayed







Serial line



Serial line



USB KeyBuspirate
used for
injection

Serial line



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MCkOhymGDaY


Target HDD with badge

Impact Single drive break

Attacker Professional

Input can be cloned





Configuration 
EEPROM

RFID 
controller

RFID coil

SATA 
port



Reprogrammable 
RFID tag

Proxmark3



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rjjuLAanavU


Single 
drive break

Pin is not stored in software

Unlock command can’t be replayed

Keypad don’t show obvious sign of wear and tear

Input (e.g tag, fingerprint) can’t be cloned

Debug ports are disabled

Serendipitous Professional
State 
sponsored Weakness Full

break





Protect secrets

Lock the drive when needed

Destroy secrets when attacked

Firmware attestation







Target Fingerprint key 2

Impact Full break

Attacker Serendipitous

Password can be extracted







http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pOgDmDrTyZg


Target HDD with badge

Impact Full break

Attacker Serendipitous

Input can be brute-forced





Device is burned out after nth unsuccessful attempts

Password & AES key can’t be requested

AES Key is regenerated upon drive reset

Device immediately lock itself when removed from USB port

Device lock itself after inactivity period

Device immediately lock itself after a USB reset

Encryption key is zeroed when the device is burnt

Data is zeroed out when the device is burnt





Data is properly encrypted (duh!)

Encryption keys are truly random



Black box (literally!)

Most tests are too expensive in current setting



Target Password 
protected key

Impact Single drive break

Attacker State sponsored

Use outdated crypto



RSA-512 used to communicate on USB port

RC4 to encrypt files



Encryption key is unique per device

There is no recovery/master key

Encryption key derivation use PBKDF2 algorithm with enough round

Encryption key is randomly generated

A secure random generator is used

Data is encrypted with AES or newer standard

IV are properly randomized

Encryption chaining algorithm is secure





Full encryption

Integrity
Storage tampering should be detected



1. Chip removal
2. Memory 

dump

3. Error 
correction (BCH 

ECC)

4. Undo XOR 
scrambling

5. Interleave 
blocks

6. Undo file 
translation layer

7. Strip away 
metadata

8. Decrypt file 
system



Target Password 
protected key

Impact Single drive break

Attacker State sponsored

CD-ROM partition can 
be backdoored
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1. Patch 
executable

2. Apply XOR 
scrambler

3. Recompute 
ECC

4. Rewrite 
memory chip

5. Solder chip 
back

6. Rewrap the 
key



FAIL



Where are the secret stored?



USB Key
eMMC

Researcher’s
workstation

Altera Stratix IV FPGA
ELF
image

CLK
CMD
DATA

Custom verilog
synchronous eMMC core

Control and status
registersINT

Nios II soft core CPU
Running at 150MHz

Custom C
eMMC 

firmware

JTAG UART

FPGA logic 
analyzer

JTAG
Terminal

Serial

16 channels 
logic 
analyzer





Logic
analyzer

Key
without memory

FPGA emulating 
memory



Custom 
PCB

Individual 
0.02” wires

Key 
without 
memory



Digital 
channels

Analog 
channels

Measurement 
panel

Decoded 
overlay





[+] eMMC firmware started
[+] eMMC system ready for commands!
[+] CMD  0, H2D, verdict: ACCEPT, arg: 0xfffffffa, ctr: 0
[+] CMD  0, H2D, verdict: ACCEPT, arg: 0xfffffffa, ctr: 1
[+] CMD  0, H2D, verdict: ACCEPT, arg: 0xf0f0f0f0, ctr: 2
[+] CMD  0, H2D, verdict: ACCEPT, arg: 0x0, ctr: 3
[+] CMD  1, H2D, verdict: ACCEPT, arg: 0x401c0000, ctr: 4
[+] CMD  2, H2D, verdict: ACCEPT, arg: 0x0, ctr: 5
[+] CMD  3, H2D, verdict: ACCEPT, arg: 0x10000, ctr: 6
[+] CMD  7, H2D, verdict: ACCEPT, arg: 0x10000, ctr: 7
[+] CMD 13, H2D, verdict: ACCEPT, arg: 0x10000, ctr: 8



Target ?

Impact ?

Attacker ?

AES key can be 
recovered?





Data is encrypted :)

Should not be stored in memory chip

- Pin in clear

- AES key

- User pin in hashed form

- Firmware signing key

Tool (CD) partition integrity must be verified

Single 
drive break

Serendipitous Professional
State 
sponsored Weakness Full

break



Certification is important (e.g FIPS-140)
Ensure cryptographic info are (somewhat) disclosed - helps with audit

Current certification is not enough!
Many areas are not covered by current certification as demonstrated

The security of various drives greatly varies
Not all manufacturers or models for a given manufacturers provide the 
same level of security 



Use secure encrypted keys
Don’t get breached because sensitive data was on a lost USB key

Demand transparency from manufacturers
Key security audit shouldn’t be hard - full spec must be disclosed

Let’s build a better audit and certification process
It is our community responsibility to create a sound methodology






